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244Pu decays by a-emission and spontaneous fission with a half life of T1/2(a) = 82 Ma. The former existence 
in meteorites of 244Pu is indicated from the presence of characteristic spontaneous fission Xe. The 244Pu-~e  
isotope system offers a possibility for the chronology of various objects, provided the abundance of trapped Xe in 
these objects is small so that reliable measurements of fission Xe are feasible. What hampers its usefulness for 
chronological estimates is the absence of a stable, or long-lived, Pu reference isotope. This problem, however, can 
be avoided if the former abundance of 244Pu is referenced to an element which behaves coherently with Pu. 
Lugmur and Marti [ l]  have shown that Pu must have been closely associated with light FUZE and used Nd as a 
reference element. The time difference of Xe retention for two meteorites is obtained [2] from: AT=llhx 
xln[(244~u/15%d)1/(244~150~d)2] (I), where h is the decay constant of 244Pu and 244FW15%d is the initial 
ratio at the time when fission Xe began to be retained. The content of 2 4 4 ~ u  is calculated from the measured Xe 
concentration. The main problem in the application of this traditional method of Pu-Xe dating is that Nd 
conentrations vary from sample to sample within a meteorite. Reliable data can be obtained only in cases when Xe 
and Nd concentrations are measured in the same sample. An additional source of error is due to the uncertainties 
in absolute instrumental sensitivity for Xe. Hohenberg et al. [3] therefore suggested to determine 2 4 4 ~ u / R E ~  ratios 
based on the 136~epU/126~eREE ratios, where 1 2 6 ~ ~ ~  is the fraction of spallation 1 2 6 ~ e  from REE. While this 
method avoids problems of sampling heterogenei and uncertainties in absolute instrumental sensitivity, it ?' requires a reliable procedure for the partitioning of "eSp into Ba- and REE-components. 

Our work is an attempt to develop Pu-Xe dating and to explore the possibilities this isotope system can offer to 
shed light on the evolution of eucrites. We have analyzed noble gases in samples from Bereba(BER), Moore 
County(MC), PasamontepAS), Pomozdino(POM), and Sioux County(SC) eucrites. Available literature data for 
these and other eucrites as well as from angrites are also considered. 

Time differences of Xe retention are derived from: 
[(136~%/126~e,) (I+ ( P ~ I ~ ~ R E E I ) ) I ~  (PEE n l  

AT = l/h In ................................................................................. (2) 
[(136~9/::6~esp) ( l + p ~ a m m ~ )  (IB~I/[REEI~~]S (PW ~2 

where 1 3 6 ~ %  is the pornon of Xe ori 'nating from the fission of Pu, Xeq is total spallation 1 2 6 ~ e ,  
PBa and PEE are production rates for ii6Xe on Ba and FUZE respectively, [Ba] and w ]  are Ba and 
La+Ce+Nd concentrations, T is the cosmic ray exposure age. Eq. (2) is similar to that suggested by Hohenberg et 
al.[3], the difference being that we calculate fractions of 126~eREE via the [Ba]/[REE] ratios rather than from the 
isotopic composition of spallation Xe. The advantage of eq.(2) compared to the traditional method of Pu-Xe 
dating (eq.(l)) is that we avoid the determination of any absolute concentrations. Firstly, fractions of 136~ep ,  and 
1 2 6 ~ e  in total 1 3 6 ~ e  and 1 2 6 ~ e  can be calculated without a knowledge of the absolute amount of Xe. Secondly, 
a l thouz REE concentrations may vary from sample to sample within a meteorite, the pa]l[REE] ratio remains 
constant within several percents. Thirdly, the 81Kr-Kr dating method provides radiation ages based also on the 
measurements of isotope ratios only. Although an exact mathematical analysis of possible errors associated with 
the use of eq.(2) is complicated, we can estimate a reasonable limit for the total uncertainty. The sources of 
the uncertainties are: 1) determination of the isotopic composition of Xe; 2) calculation of the spallation 
component; 3) subtraction of 2 3 8 ~  fission Xe; 4) variation of the [ B a ] / p E ]  ratio within a meteorite; 5) 
uncertainties in the isotopic composition of trapped Xe; 6) determination of the radiation ages; 7) variation in PB, 
and PEE due to Merent  shielding. (The experimentally detemined PBa/PwE of l.8M.3 [4] is in agreement with 
the value of 1.810.1 obtained in thin-target simulation experiments for Ba and REE targets [5].) The analysis of 
the available data has shown that the uncertainties associated with the items 1)-5) are small, usually 2 - 6% from 
each source. To evaluate a range of the variations of the production rates we plotted 126~espeff. versus 8 1 ~ r - K r  
radiation age (Fig.). 126~espeff. is the amount of 1 2 6 ~ e S p  normalized to Ba and REE concentrations. To reduce 
uncertainties due to the absolute instrumental sensitivity calibration we used data obtained in our laboratory only 
(this work and [6]). The data points for BER, Bouvante(BOUV), Juvinas(JUV), POM, SC form a straight line 
which is an indication that the production rates were the same (within -10%) for this group of samples. The data 
for the angrites [3,7], presented for comparison, belong to the same line. Thus, a limit for the uncertainties 
associated with production rate variations in these samples is -10%. The data points for MC and Stannern(STAN) 
fall below the line. Most likely, this is a result of smaller production rates for these samples. If true this would 
result in an overestimation of the ages calculated by eq.(2). The apparent ages, however, can be corrected using the 
correlation on the Fig.. In sum, in the most-favorable cases (large 136~%/136~etrapped ratio, precisely 
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determined radiation age, etc.) error propagation yields a total uncertainty of 13-14%, or 14-15 Ma, for the time 
differences. 

To tie the relative Pu-Xe ages to an absolute time scale we use Angra dos Reis(AD0R) for normalization. A 
recise absolute Pb-Pb age of 4.5578a.0004 Ga for this meteorite has recently been determined [8]. The average 

y36XeP1/126Xesp ratio for ADOR was calculated from the data for two bulk samples and three pyroxene separates 
[1,7,9,101. Fracoons of 126~eREE for eucrites and angrites were determined using [Ba]/[REE] ratios from [2,4,11]. 

The results of our calculations are presented in the table. The ATmR are the average values calculated from 
the data obtained in different laboratories. The total range of AT for the same meteorite is in the most cases less 
than the listed uncertainties for a single calculation. The "+" signs imply ages younger than that for ADOR. 
Available Pb-Pb and Sm-Nd ages are also shown for comparison. Pu-Xe ages indicate an existence of two distinct 
clusters. The BOUV, Ibitira(IBIT), JUV, MC, PCA82502, PAS, POM ages are close to those for ADOR and 
LEW86010 (and generally agree with the available Pb-Pb and Sm-Nd ages). Since we can not exclude a potential 
fission Xe loss during the long history of these eucrites (for example, during brecciation events), Pu-Xe ages are 
only lower limits for the crystallization ages. On the other hand, the true crystallization ages can not be much older 
because formation of the earliest condensates in the solar system occured -4.566 Ga ago [8]. Thus, at least some of 
the eucrites retained their fission Xe almost completely and their crystallization ages are, most likely, very close to 
those of angrites. The old Pu-Xe age for the unbrecciated cumulate MC implies its formation contemporaneous 
with non-cumulate eucrites at -4.56 Ga while the young Sm-Nd age for this meteorite is probably a result of deep- 
crustal burial and exposure to elevated temperatures, above Nd closure temperature, for a long period of time [12]. 
STAN is a heavily metamorphized and brecciated meteorite and its young Pu-Xe age (which is in a good 
agreement with its Sm-Nd age), most likely, indicates the time of a metamorphic event. The Pu-Xe ages for BER, 
SC, Nuevo Laredow) ,  Millbillillie(MIL) form another cluster. These ages are also in a reasonable agreement 
with the Pb-Pb ages. Since the Rb-Sr data on BER and SC do not reveal metamorphic disturbances [13], it is not 
clear yet whether these ages are true crystallization ages or rather reflect complete melting and rec~ystallization 
which resulted in resetting of the Pu-Xe and Pb-Pb chronometers. 
Table. Pu-Xe, Pb-Pb, and Sm-Nd ages for eucrites and Fin. Correlation between the amounts of effective 
angrites (in Ma). * 
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* - Pb-Pb and Sm-Nd data are from reviews [12,13]. ** - The radiation age of LEW86010 is the ave- 
Xe data from: 1-[2,3], 2-this work(tw),[14,16,17], 3-[15], 4-[9], rage of its 3 ~ e ,  2 1 ~ e ,  38Ar, 83Kr ages [2]. 
5-[tw], 6-[tw], 7-[6], 8-[6,14], 9-[lo], 10-[18,19], 11- 
[tw,6,14,16], 12-[tw,16], 13-[6,14,16,20]. 
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